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Romance

LINE OF FIRE
C O N T E M P O R A RY R O M A N C E

BECCA BOYD

HUMMINGBIRD BOOKS

C O U L D H E R F I R S T L O V E R E A L LY
BE HER SISTER’S KILLER?
Claire Milton moves back to Somewhere, TX with her life in
shambles. She lost her job, her savings, and the support of
her parents. She has an idea that will put everything back
on track. But she doesn’t count on running into her first
crush.
And what a crush he was.
Aidan Conley is a seasoned firefighter trying to live a solitary life after the death of his wife. But when a cold case at
the fire house puts his career in jeopardy and Claire is the
only person standing between him and a life sentence, she
has to choose between her rekindled feelings and uncovering the truth about her sister’s death. Will Claire do the
right thing?
Becca is a writer of heroes worth loving and villains worth hating. Lover
of cheese (#fancycheese)
and binge-watching and
strawberries and hope.
A Tweeter and Pinner of
things. She writes historical romance under
the name R.L. Syme and
small town romance
under the name Becca
Boyd.

SEMP ER FI COWBOY
C O N T E M P O R A RY R O M A N C E

HEATHER LONG

POCKET/S&S

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FILM/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO
A Leatherneck by any other name can still kick ass… a
former marine returns home to turn his father’s failing
ranch around only to meet the local veterinarian who isn’t
willing to change the way she’s been running the place.

Captain Tanner Wilks, honorably discharged from the U.S.
Marine Corps, returns home to find his family ranch failing
after his retired Marine Colonel father’s latest heart attack.
Worse, Julia Heller, the sexy new girl in town who he spent
a hot night with, appears as the resident veterinarian.
It falls on Tanner’s shoulders to turn the ranch around
and keep an eye on his father before he falls victim to another heart attack.
But Julia’s made a home for herself at the ranch and
doesn’t appreciate Tanner coming in and making drastic
changes. Even if he’s hot as hell and can make her quiver
with just a look.
Ousting her may give Tanner the power he needs to put his
family back on top, but first he has to wrestle with his own
heart
Praises
“I have long been a fan of Heather Long books. She’s an
amazing writer who pulls you into her stories and doesn’t
let go until the very end of another satisfying and enjoyable story. Semper Fi Cowboy is yet another wonderful
read from this very talented author.” - Carole Mortimer,
USA Today Best Selling Author of over 200 books

USA TODAY Bestselling author Heather Long
writes for HarperCollins
/ Harlequin and Pocket /
Simon & Schuster.

AS YO U WERE, COWBOY
C O N T E M P O R A RY R O M A N C E

HEATHER LONG

POCKET/S&S

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FILM/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO

Mateo Lopez, honorably discharged from the Marine Corps
on medical leave, is struggling to rebuild his life. The spinal cord injury that left him feeling like a broken man resulted in his inability to ride the horses he loves and works
with on Round Top Ranch.
The new horse trainer at the ranch, however, has decided that this isn’t acceptable. Claire Windsor, a spirited,
London-born spitfire of a woman, has come to begin a
new program to turn the horses into therapy animals. She
turns Mateo’s world upside-down, and try as he might to
avoid her, she keeps inserting herself into his life. As their
plans for the ranch clash, so too do their hearts...making
all things fair in love and war.

Praises
“I have long been a fan of Heather Long books. She’s an
amazing writer who pulls you into her stories and doesn’t
let go until the very end of another satisfying and enjoyable story. Semper Fi Cowboy is yet another wonderful
read from this very talented author.” - Carole Mortimer,
USA Today Best Selling Author of over 200 books

USA TODAY Bestselling author Heather Long
writes for HarperCollins
/ Harlequin and Pocket /
Simon & Schuster.

MCMACST ER T H E DISAST ER
C O N T E M P O R A RY R O M A N C E
RACHEL ASTOR

AMAZON PUBLISHING

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: PAPERBACK, FILM/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO
Ewan MacGregor’s The Ghost Writer has met J. Lo’s The
Wedding Planner in this hilarious romp through London’s
celebrity scene.

Josie McMaster is on the move to London for a top-secret
stint as a ghost-biographer for a high-profile celebrity. It’s
her dream job; she’s got a beautiful place to stay in the
English countryside, full access to the celebrity, and three
months to complete the best ghostwritten autobiography
anyone has ever seen.
In true McMaster the Disaster fashion, Josie tumbles
head-first into scandal, apparently more than just an
average ghostwriter in the eyes of this new celebrity. Not
to mention she has never written a biography, but… how
hard could it really be?
Of course, the paparazzi isn’t helping matters, constantly
publicizing the ‘when will Jake Hall pop the question’ betting pool, which is completely ridiculous considering she
and Jake have only been dating a short while...or is it?
Praises
“I have long been a fan of Heather Long books. She’s an
amazing writer who pulls you into her stories and doesn’t
let go until the very end of another satisfying and enjoyable story. Semper Fi Cowboy is yet another wonderful
read from this very talented author.” - Carole Mortimer,
USA Today Best Selling Author of over 200 books

Rachel Astor is the USA
Today bestselling author of
the McMaster the Disaster
series, and numerous
other romantic comedies.

Fantasy, Urban Fantasy,
Supernatural

P O LT E R G E E K S
U R B A N FA N TA SY

SEAN CUMMINGS

STRANGE CHEMISTRY/ANGRY ROBOT

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN/TV, FILM
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO
The spunky daughter of a witch must confront the rise of
poltergeist activity in her hometown, all while facing all
the typical drama of high school.
15-year-old Julie Richardson is about to learn that being the daughter of a witch isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.
When she and her best friend and uber-geek, Marcus,
witness an elderly lady jettisoned out the front door of her
home, it’s obvious to Julie there’s a supernatural connection. The house is occupied by a poltergeist and to reclaim
it, Julie’s going to have to exorcise the spirit. Of course,
she’ll need her mother’s help and what teenager in their
right mind wants that? Surely, she can do this on her
own - right...?
But there’s a whisper of menace behind increasing levels of poltergeist activity all over town. After a large-scale
paranormal assault on Julie’s high school, her mother
falls victim to Endless Night - a dark spell that rips her
mom’s soul from her mortal body. Now it’s a race against
time to find out who is responsible or Julie won’t just lose
her mother’s soul, she’ll lose her mother’s life.
Praises
“Poltergeeks rattles along at a fair old clip, shooting out
thrills and spills and quite a few good jokes along the
way. All this is carried off with an enviably light touch
that makes Sean Cummings not just a good YA writer,
but a good writer whatever genre he chooses to work
in.” - Gary McMahon, author of PRETTY LITTLE DEAD
THINGS

Sean Cummings is the
bestselling author of
POLTERGEEKS and
STUDENT BODIES published by Angry Robot
Books. He writes fantasy
ranging from traditional
urban fantasy (Shade
Fright, Funeral Pallor) to
a blend of dark fantasy
and superheroes (Marshall Conrad: A Superhero Tale).

STUDENT BODIES:
A P O LT E R G E E K S N O V E L
U R B A N FA N TA SY

SEAN CUMMINGS

STRANGE CHEMISTRY/ANGRY ROBOT

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN/TV, FILM
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO
When the most popular kid at school mysteriously dies
spunky teenage witch Julie Richardson is drawn into a
dangerous cult’s plot and quell rampaging supernatural
larvae that feed on humanity’s souls.
Whoever said being a teenage witch would be easy? For
fifteen-year-old Julie Richardson and the city’s resident
protector from supernatural evil, the Left Hand Path
doesn’t give a damn if you’ve found true love for the first
time in your life. There’s someone lurking the halls of
Crescent Ridge High School with enough malice to unleash an epidemic of Soul Worms – supernatural larvae
that feed on the very fabric of a victim’s humanity.
After witnessing the death of one of the most popular
kids at school, Julie and über genius boyfriend Marcus
find themselves in a race against time to find out who is
behind the attacks. All the evidence points to a horrifying plot at the City Weir during the Winter Solstice; the
place where icy waters of the Bow River and a thunderous
spillway will mean the deaths of more than a hundred of
Julie’s classmates.
If she has any hope of saving their lives, she’ll need a
little help from a coven of white witches and an Aboriginal
mage whose snarky attitude is matched only by her magical prowess.
Praises
“Student Bodies is GHOSTBUSTERS meets SABRINA
THE TEENAGE WITCH with a dash of X-FILES. A magical
spell with equal parts humour, adventure and surprise.”
- Sara Grant, Author of Dark Parties

Sean Cummings is the
bestselling author of
POLTERGEEKS and
STUDENT BODIES published by Angry Robot
Books. He writes fantasy
ranging from traditional
urban fantasy (Shade
Fright, Funeral Pallor) to
a blend of dark fantasy
and superheroes (Marshall Conrad: A Superhero Tale).

DANICA WINTERS
PA R A N O R M A L R O M A N C E

ONCE A GYPSY

DIVERSION BOOKS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION
A ROMANY WOMAN FORETELLS A MURDER
I N V O LV I N G A R I VA L T R AV E L L E R C L A N T H AT
W I E L D S D A R K M A G I C — A S E C R E T T H AT
C O U L D D E S T R O Y H E R E N T I R E F A M I L Y.
Even for a clairvoyant, the future is never a sure thing.
Helena has always struggled to fit in with her Irish Traveller family. It’s not just her opposition to getting married
or her determination to attend university; Helena also has
one talent that sets her apart from the rest of her clan—the
gift of the Forshaw, the ability to see the future.
Graham is the groundskeeper at a manor in Adare, Ireland. Though the estate appears idyllic, it holds dark secrets, and despite his own supernatural gifts, Graham
can’t solve Adare Manor’s problems by himself. Desperate
for help, Graham seeks out a last resort: Helena, whose
skills are far greater than even she knows.
When he promises to teach her to control her powers, Helena resists, afraid both of the damage her abilities might
do and her increasing attraction to the handsome groundskeeper. Her entire way of life is at risk: Any involvement,
especially romantic, with non-Travellers like Graham is
forbidden. But Helena’s future is anything but certain, and
fate has other plans for her family, her powers, and her
relationship with Graham.
Praises
“A haunting and fresh voice in paranormal romance. Be
prepared for Danica Winters to ensnare you in her dark and
seductive world.”― Cecy Robson, author of the Weird Girls
series and 2016 Double-Nominated RITA® Finalist
“Winters’ sweet opener to her Irish Traveller series bodes
well for future titles.”―Booklist

Danica Winters is a bestselling
author for Harlequin Intrigue.
She has won multiple awards for
writing books that grip readers
with their ability to drive emotion
through suspense and occasionally a touch of magic. Most recently, Danica was the winner of
the Paranormal Romance Guild’s
Paranormal Romantic Suspense
Book of the Year Award and
Chanticleer Media’s Paranormal
Book of the Year.
When she’s not working, she can
be found in the wilds of Montana
testing her patience while she
tries to understand the allure of
various crafts (quilting, pottery,
and painting are not her thing).
She always believes the cup is
neither half full nor half empty,
but it better be filled with wine.

DANICA WINTERS
PA R A N O R M A L R O M A N C E

ALWAYS A WANDERER

DIVERSION BOOKS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION
LOVE HAS NEVER BEEN T H I S
S E D U C T I V E , OR DANGEROUS…

Helena O’Driscoll and Graham Kelly’s first few months
together haven’t been easy. Helena, missing the traditional
Traveller lifestyle she gave up for Graham, can’t help but
feel that their cultural differences have doomed their relationship. And with preparations for their brand-new hospital for Supernaturals filling their days, they feel out of
sync, and maybe even out of love.
When a man from the local equestrian center is murdered,
Helena begins having visions of the future darker and more
dangerous than ever before. With a killer in their midst, everyone at Adare Manor is at risk, and Helena and Graham
must work together to catch the culprit even as their relationship unravels. And when the murderer claims another
victim, this one even closer to Helena’s heart, the question
becomes not whether their love will survive, but whether
they will.
Praises
“Always a Wanderer is a powerful, inspiring tale that
proves not all who wander are lost.” ―Sabrina York, New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author
“Readers will be captivated by the enchanting and mysterious world of The Irish Traveller series.”―Kate SeRine, National Readers‘ Choice Award-winning author

Danica Winters is a bestselling
author for Harlequin Intrigue.
She has won multiple awards for
writing books that grip readers
with their ability to drive emotion
through suspense and occasionally a touch of magic. Most recently, Danica was the winner of
the Paranormal Romance Guild’s
Paranormal Romantic Suspense
Book of the Year Award and
Chanticleer Media’s Paranormal
Book of the Year.
When she’s not working, she can
be found in the wilds of Montana
testing her patience while she
tries to understand the allure of
various crafts (quilting, pottery,
and painting are not her thing).
She always believes the cup is
neither half full nor half empty,
but it better be filled with wine.

LINDA POITEVIN
U R B A N FA N TA SY

SINS OF THE ANGELS

ACE/PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION, AUDIO, TV/FILM
A TORONTO HOMICIDE DETECTTIVE
FINDS HERSELF HUNTING A FALLEN
ANGEL TURNED SERIAL KILLER.

A detective with a secret lineage. An undercover Hunter with a bullet-proof soul. And a world made to pay for
the sins of an angel...
Homicide detective Alexandra Jarvis answers to no one.
Especially not to the new partner assigned to her in the
middle of a gruesome serial killer case-a partner who is
obstructive, irritatingly magnetic, and arrogant as hell.
Aramael is a Power--a hunter of the Fallen Angels. A millennium ago, he sentenced his own brother to eternal exile
for crimes against humanity. Now his brother is back and
wreaking murderous havoc in the mortal realm. To find
him, Aramael must play second to a human police officer
who wants nothing to do with him and whose very bloodline threatens both his mission and his soul.
Now, faced with a fallen angel hell-bent on triggering the
apocalypse, Alex and Aramael have no choice but to join
forces, because only together can they stop the end of
days.
Praises
“Poitevin’s debut novel launches an urban fantasy series
that focuses on the world of angels, fallen and otherwise...
Strong storytelling and a pair of intriguing characters make
this title a strong draw for urban fantasy readers and heralds a new voice in the genre.” -- Library Journal
“[A] graphic debut...Poitevin’s addition to the recent fallen
angel urban fantasy trend will appeal to readers who enjoy
horror and crime stories.” -- Publishers Weekly

Linda Poitevin is a Wattpad Superstar and author
of several works including
Sins of the Angels, Sins of
the Lost, and Sins of the
Son. In her spare time, she
gardens (organically), cans,
freezes the family’s winter
fruit and vegetable supply,
knits (basically), crochets
(better), and starts way
more projects than she ever
finishes. Fortunately, that
doesn’t hold true for her
books. She loves spending time with her family,
having coffee with friends,
walking by the river, and
watching thunderstorms...
in about that order.

LINDA POITEVIN
U R B A N FA N TA SY

SINS OF THE ANGELS

ACE/PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION, AUDIO, TV/FILM
A TORONTO HOMICIDE DETECTIVE FINDS
HERSELF HUNTING A FALLEN ANGEL
TURNED SERIAL KILLER.

A detective with a secret lineage. An undercover Hunter with a bullet-proof soul. And a world made to pay for
the sins of an angel...
When homicide detective Alexandra Jarvis sees a photo of
Seth Benjamin on a police bulletin, she knows that Heaven’s plan to halt Armageddon has gone terribly wrong. As
the only mortal who knows of Seth’s true nature, only she
can save him. Aramael was a hunter of Fallen Angels until
a traitor forced him into earthly exile. Now, with no powers and only a faint memory of Alex, his mortal soulmate,
he will stop at nothing to redeem himself-even if it means
destroying Seth in the name of the Creator...
Praises
“Poitevin’s follow-up to her debut, Sins of the Angels, again
proves that she is an engaging new talent. Plots within
plans, treachery and betrayal keep the pace brisk as the
protagonists struggle against angelic machinations. Poitevin
is on a roll!” –RT Book Reviews
“An epic battle story of good and evil with so many scrumptious twists and turns…Using scintillating character development and fast-paced action, Linda Poitevin has crafted an
amazing series in the Grigori Legacy.” – Fresh Fiction

Linda Poitevin is a Wattpad Superstar and author
of several works including
Sins of the Angels, Sins of
the Lost, and Sins of the
Son. In her spare time, she
gardens (organically), cans,
freezes the family’s winter
fruit and vegetable supply,
knits (basically), crochets
(better), and starts way
more projects than she ever
finishes. Fortunately, that
doesn’t hold true for her
books. She loves spending time with her family,
having coffee with friends,
walking by the river, and
watching thunderstorms...
in about that order.

LINDA POITEVIN
U R B A N FA N TA SY

SINS OF THE ANGELS

ACE/PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION, AUDIO, TV/FILM
A TORONTO HOMICIDE DETECTIVE FINDS
HERSELF HUNTING A FALLEN ANGEL
TURNED SERIAL KILLER.
Heaven and Hell are on the brink of war as Lucifer
builds his Nephilim army and waits for his new weapon
to be born -- a Nephilim child of his own bloodline to
lead his forces to cataclysmic victory.
With rumors of the pending war rampant on Earth, Alex
Jarvis fights to save humanity from its own panic -- leaving little time for her fledgling relationship with Seth, the
man with heavenly origins who has captured her heart.
But when Nephilim children begin to disappear, along with
Alex’s own vulnerable niece, the inevitable war between
Heaven and Hell becomes personal.
Heaven has its own plans to fight the coming apocalypse,
but first it needs Seth back. Asked to betray the man she
loves, Alex must turn for help to the soulmate she thought
she’d given up -- the Archangel Aramael, who may be her
last chance to save her family and humanity from the
ashes of Lucifer’s Armageddon.
Praises
“Poitevin’s follow-up to her debut, Sins of the Angels, again
proves that she is an engaging new talent. Plots within
plans, treachery and betrayal keep the pace brisk as the
protagonists struggle against angelic machinations. Poitevin
is on a roll!” –RT Book Reviews
“An epic battle story of good and evil with so many scrumptious twists and turns…Using scintillating character development and fast-paced action, Linda Poitevin has crafted an
amazing series in the Grigori Legacy.” – Fresh Fiction

Linda Poitevin is a Wattpad Superstar and author
of several works including
Sins of the Angels, Sins of
the Lost, and Sins of the
Son. In her spare time, she
gardens (organically), cans,
freezes the family’s winter
fruit and vegetable supply,
knits (basically), crochets
(better), and starts way
more projects than she ever
finishes. Fortunately, that
doesn’t hold true for her
books. She loves spending time with her family,
having coffee with friends,
walking by the river, and
watching thunderstorms...
in about that order.

JEFF JOHNSON
FA N TA SY T H R I L L E R

EVERYTHING UNDER THE MOON

SOFT SKULL PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE, AUDIO

RIGHTS SOLD: FILM/TV (IN PRODUCTION WITH STERNMAN PRODUCTIONS
A L O O K AT T H E A N I M A L - I N - T H E - M A N W E R E W O L F N A R R AT I V E ,
IN THE VEIN OF GLEN DUNCAN’S THE LAST WEREWOLF AND
TOBY BARLOW’S SHARP TEETH, TOLD THROUGH A UNIQUE
M O N G R E L O F A N T I H E R O / C U R S E D I C O N O C L A S T, W H O R E L ISHES THE R O L E O F P R E D AT O R I N A S Y S T E M S O D E S P E R AT E LY D E S E R V I N G O F O N E . .

Born in Missouri more than a century ago and raised in a
Pentecostal orphanage, the creature now calling himself
Gelson Verber has changed his name countless times. He’s
part-werewolf, and makes his living hunting certain kinds
of bad men—criminals, rapists, thugs—in an often grotesque parody of the natural order. Verber is clearly suffering from the kinds of things a werewolf would be uniquely
vulnerable to in the modern world: the horror of war, drug
abuse, and isolation in the rain-drenched environment of
Portland, Oregon. He has PTSD, but in a unique way, often
flashing back to his time with a regiment in World War II.
His smooth life as a serial killer takes a turn when he falls
into the crosshairs of Salt Street, a development corporation running pirated criminology software and Big Data
sieves to identify werewolf hybrids, who are then forced
into servitude. As he falls deeper into the trap that has
been set for him, his introduction to its evil architect triggers within Verber a string of recollections, conversations
with the late werewolf-hybrid, John Jack Bridger. Salt
Street’s trap is masterful, but it does have one terrible
flaw: you cannot cage someone—or some thing—like Gelson Verber.
Praises
“The pace is fast, the plot is racing and restraint has been
kicked into the gutter. And it’s got werewolves. What more
do you want?” —Simon R. Green, New York Times Bestselling author of Tales from the Nightside

Jeff Johnson is a
twenty-year veteran
tattoo artist who has
inked gang members,
age-defying moms,
and sociopaths; he’s
defused brawls and
tended delicate egos.
He is also the author of
the memoir Tattoo Machine: Tall Tales, True
Stories, and My Life in
Ink, the novels Everything Under the Moon,
Knottspeed, Deadbomb
Bingo Ray, and the
first two novels in the
Darby Holland crime
novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

Historical

T H E D U K E ’ S H O L I D AY :
A REGENCY ROMP
H I STO R I CA L

MAGGIE FENTON

MONTLAKE/AMAZON PUBLISHING

A controlling Duke returns to his abandoned estate to discover a rebellious young woman has taken up residence
in his home, and someone is hunting her.
The cold, precise Duke of Montford demands things his
way: neatly ordered, in place, and adhering closely to the
rules. So, he is furious when he learns that the tenant of
his ducal estate has been dead for a year, and a stranger
has been running the Honeywell business—which, by
contract, is now Montford’s. When he arrives in Yorkshire
to investigate, he discovers that the estate is being run
by an unruly, tomboyish woman—and a bluestocking at
that!
Fiery redhead Astrid Honeywell is independent and educated. She’s been handling the Honeywell family business
for years. And she’s not about to relinquish it to anyone—
not even Montford—because of some archaic contract.
Montford and Astrid have an instant hatred for one another…and an undeniable, unspeakable attraction. They
must resist this improper desire—after all, Montford has
a fiancée in London. But when Astrid’s life is placed in
terrible danger, Montford finds he may be willing to risk
everything to save her.
Praises
“…a comic delight… a nugget of true comic gold. Highly
recommended to those who relish humor in their Regencies.” - Historical Novel Society

Maggie Fenton is a professional musician and
author of charmingly
witty and deliciously
sexy historical romances
following the adventures
of three handsome young
nobles in Regency England.

VIRTUOUS SCOUNDREL:
A REGENCY ROMP
H I STO R I CA L

MAGGIE FENTON

MONTLAKE/AMAZON PUBLISHING

In order to woo the woman he loves, a self-proclaimed
scoundrel attempts to remake his image, but meddling
friends and blackmail stands in his way.
Sebastian Sherbrook, a self-proclaimed scoundrel and the
newly minted Marquess of Manwaring, returns to London after his estranged uncle dies, intent on reforming
his rakish image once and for all. Yet through no fault of
his own, he’s soon embroiled in the biggest scandal of the
Season, and his secret plans to court the only woman he’s
ever wanted are in shambles.
Lady Katherine Manwaring knows her poor opinion of her
late husband’s nephew isn’t about to change, even if the
Times has dubbed him “The Singlemost Beautiful Man
In London.” When fate casts Sebastian upon her mercy,
however, she learns two shocking truths: he may not be
the scoundrel his reputation suggests, and he’s hopelessly in love…with her.
But an irate squire, an even more irate dog, several dawn
appointments, meddling friends, and a touch of blackmail
aren’t the only things that stand in the way of their happy
ending. Can Katherine accept Sebastian’s love—and will
he still want her if he learns her own dark secret?
Praises
“…a comic delight… a nugget of true comic gold. Highly
recommended to those who relish humor in their Regencies.” - Historical Novel Society

Maggie Fenton is a professional musician and
author of charmingly
witty and deliciously
sexy historical romances
following the adventures
of three handsome young
nobles in Regency England.

T HE LADY OF T HE LAKES
H I STO R I CA L
JOSI KILPAK

SHADOW MOUNTAIN PUBLISHING

The true story of Sir Walter Scott’s whirlwind romance
with Mina Stuart is threatened when Scott suddenly falls
for the enticing Charlotte Carpenter.
Walter Scott has three passions: Scotland, poetry, and
Mina Stuart. Though Mina is young and they are from
different stations in society, Walter is certain their love is
meant to be. For years, he has courted her through love
letters. She is the sunshine of his soul.
Though Mina shares Walter’s love of literature and passionate temperament, it’s hard for her to know if she truly
loves him or if she has only been dazzled by his flattery.
When she meets the handsome and charming William
Forbes, her heart is challenged. Who will she choose?
But as every poet knows, “The course of true love never
did run smooth,” and on a windy morning in the lake
country, Walter meets Charlotte.
At twenty-six, Charlotte Carpenter believes she will never
find love. After all, she is a Catholic-born Frenchwoman
living in London with a family history shadowed by scandal. Though quiet, practical, and determined to live a life
of independence, her heart longs for someone to love her
and a place to call home.
Passion and promises collide as Walter, Mina, and Charlotte must each decide the course for their futures. What
are they each willing to risk to find love and be loved in
return?

Josi is the author of
twenty-five novels, including A Culinary Mystery. She has won numerous Whitney Awars
in the categories of Mystery, Romance, and General Fiction. Her nove
lA Heart Revealed was a
2015Publishers Weekly
Best Romance Book of
the Year.

THE VICAR’S DAUGHTER
H I STO R I CA L
JOSI KILPAK

SHADOW MOUNTAIN PUBLISHING

A younger sister begins exchanging letters with a gentleman in hopes of helping her older sister find love, but
instead falls for the one man she shouldn’t — her secret
pen pal.
Cassie, the youngest of six daughters in the Wilton family, is bold, bright, and ready to enter society. There’s
only one problem: her older sister Lenora, whose extreme
shyness prevents her from attending many social events.
Lenora is now entering her third season, and since their
father has decreed that only one Wilton girl can be out at
a time, Cassie has no choice except to wait her turn.
Evan Glenside, a soft-spoken, East London clerk, has just
been named his great-uncle’s heir and, though he is eager
to learn all that will be required of him, he struggles to
feel accepted in a new town and in his new position.
A chance meeting between Evan and Lenora promises to
change everything, but when Lenora proves too shy to
pursue the relationship, Cassie begins to write Mr. Glenside letters in the name of her sister. Her good intentions
lead to disaster when Cassie realizes she is falling in love
with Evan. But then Evan begins to court Lenora, thinking she is the author of the letters.
As secrets are revealed, the hearts of Cassie, Evan, and
Lenora are tested. Will the final letter sent by the vicar’s
daughter be able to reunite the sisters as well as unite
Evan with his true love?

Josi is the author of
twenty-five novels, including A Culinary Mystery. She has won numerous Whitney Awars
in the categories of Mystery, Romance, and General Fiction. Her nove
lA Heart Revealed was a
2015Publishers Weekly
Best Romance Book of
the Year.

A HEART REVEALED
H I STO R I CA L
JOSI KILPAK

SHADOW MOUNTAIN PUBLISHING

Determined to find a husband of wealth and power, London’s most-sought after woman suffers a public embarrassment, goes into exile, and finds love in the most
unexpected place: a poor country boy.
Amber Marie Sterlington, the Rage of the Season in Regency-era London, has her pick of men, and she knows
what she wants most in a husband: a title and a fortune.
Why would she ever marry for something as fickle as love?
And why would she ever look twice at Thomas Richards, a
third son of a country lord?
But when Amber’s social standing is threatened, the
character of her future husband becomes far more important than his position. After a public humiliation,
she find herself exiled to Yorkshire. alone except for her
maid, Amber is faced with a future she never expected in
a circumstance far below what she has known all her life.
Humbled and lonely, Amber begins to wonder if isolation
is for the best. Who could ever love her now?
Praises
“Haunting and mesmerizing...an emotional tale of fleeting fame in Regency-era London...Stirring and real. Kilpack paints an extremely vivid picture of Amber’s suffering and reawakening, as well as her initial frivolity and
callousness. Exceptionally moving and full of rich period
details, this delicate romance is a real winner.” Publishers Weekly, Starred Review

Josi is the author of
twenty-five novels, including A Culinary Mystery. She has won numerous Whitney Awars
in the categories of Mystery, Romance, and General Fiction. Her nove
lA Heart Revealed was a
2015Publishers Weekly
Best Romance Book of
the Year.

General
Fiction

AS WIDE AS THE SKY
FICTION

JESSICA PACK

KENSINGTON

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FILM/TV
In the vein of We Need to Talk About Kevin, a mother
deals with the aftermath of her son’s execution for a mall
shooting and finds a way forward despite overwhelming
feelings of guilt and grief.

On the morning of her son’s execution, Amanda Mallorie
wakes to a life she does not know how to live. Memories of
her son, Robbie, before he became the mass shooter Robert
Mallorie, haunt her as she packs up remnants of his life
once lived. When she finds a class ring in his belongings
from a man she’s never heard of, she is determined to find
him and the reason why Robbie had his ring.
Amanda’s journey spans more than miles as she struggles
to rectify Robbie’s crime and come to terms with his death
all the while trying to find herself and answer how can
anyone love a monster? Yet how can a mother not love her
son?
Praise
“In the vein of Jodi Picoult’s Nineteen Minutes, As Wide as the
Sky explores the human component of tragedy.” —Mandy Mikulencak, author of The Last Suppers
“Characters as rich and indelible as the life they endure . . . A
phenomenal read.”
—Internationally Bestselling Author Davis Bunn

Josi Kilpack is the novelist of over 26 books and
has been nominated or
won the Whitney Award
six times in the categories of Best Mystery,
Romance, and General
Fiction. Her A HEART
REVELEAED was named
one of Publishers Weekly’s Best Romances of
2015.

THINGS UNSAID
WOMEN'S FICTION
DIANA Y. PAUL

SHE WRITES PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN, FILM/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO
A story of the complexity of the bonds between parents
and children and how difficult it can be to escape them,
Things Unsaid is a highly charged family saga of characters fighting for space to breathe.
Jules, her sister Joanne, and her brother Andrew all
grew up in the same household―but their varying
views of and reactions to their experiences growing
up have made them all very different people. Now, as
adults with children of their own, they are all faced
with the question of what to do to help their parents,
who insist on maintaining the upscale lifestyle they’re
accustomed to despite their mounting debts. A deft exploration of the ever-shifting covenants between parents and children, Things Unsaid is a ferocious tale of
family love, dysfunction, and sense of duty over forty
years.
Praise

Nominated for the Pushcart Prize 2016
Winner of New Adult Fiction-- Beverly Hills Book Awards for 2016
Winner of the 2016 SILVER Medal for Best Fiction in Drama from
Readers Favorites
Finalist USA Best Books Awards 2016 in Literary Fiction and in
New Fiction
“With a grace that is absorbing and deft, Paul tackles many difficult questions, including filial responsibility, depression, marital
strife, and sexual identity. The author depicts heart-wrenching conundrums as the three siblings are forced repeatedly to evaluate
their personal priorities. An engaging tale of family dysfunction
and intractable senior citizens.” — Kirkus Reviews

Diana Y. Paul was born
in Akron, Ohio and is a
graduate of Northwestern
University, with a degree
in both psychology and
philosophy, and of the
University of Wisconsin–
Madison, with a PhD in
Buddhist studies. She
is the author of three
books on Buddhism,
one of which has been
translated into Japanese
and German (Women in
Buddhism, University
of California Press), and
her short stories have
appeared in a number
of literary journals. She
lives in Carmel, CA with
her husband and two
cats, Neko and Mao.

KNOT TSPEED: A LOVE STORY
GENERAL FICTION
JEFF JOHNSON

TURNER PUBLISHING

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN, FILM/TV, AUDIO
In the tradition of Andrea Leavy’s SMALL ISLAND and
Nick Hornby’s A LONG WAY DOWN, a novel of transmutation, divine lust, eccentric resolve, and the dormant
power in the hyper-modern phantoms all around us—in
which one man’s incandescent plan to reunite with his
lover changes the lives of every stranger he meets.
Enigmatic, charming, and brutally resourceful, Knottspeed is a man on a mission. He also happens to be
dead, but the rumors of his demise have been slightly
exaggerated—by the man himself as the key to his
plan.
A problem-solver, a finder of lost people and rare
things, and an accomplished criminal, Knottspeed
is experiencing Big Love for the first time in his life,
and his elaborately orchestrated plot to reunite with
his beloved will profoundly affect everyone he meets,
including a rudderless, alcoholic piano player; a
wealthy, dispassionate doctor; and an amiable-butdesperate cab driver. From the bars and graveyards of
Portland, Oregon to the taco stands and charity hospitals of East Los Angeles, Knottspeed is the uncompromisingly offbeat story about the momentum of love.
Praise
“Johnson wastes no time in establishing the world and characters
as filthy washed out, dangerous ― albeit incredibly charming ―
victims of life’s cruel sense of humor. Like reading a Hunter S.
Thompson parable by way of Chandler and Westlake, the story
screams along at the speed of sound . . . . Exciting, hilarious and
well-written. . . ..”―RT Book Reviews

Jeff Johnson is a twentyyear veteran tattoo artist who has inked gang
members, age-defying
moms, and sociopaths;
he’s defused brawls and
tended delicate egos. He
is also the author of the
memoir Tattoo Machine:
Tall Tales, True Stories,
and My Life in Ink, the
novels Everything Under
the Moon, Knottspeed,
Deadbomb Bingo Ray,
and the first two novels
in the Darby Holland
crime novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

Horror/
Thriller

B L A C K F R I D AY
HORROR
MICHAEL HODGES

SEVERED PRESS

In the vein of The Breakfast Club and The Mist, a kleptomaniac,
unemployed IT guy, a shopaholic, and an unhinged meth dealer
become trapped by alien forces in a super mall on Black Friday.
Christmas miracles can happen, and for kleptomaniac
Jared, the miracle comes the day after, on Black Friday.
While crazed shoppers are running amok for the deal of a
lifetime at the local mega-mall, Jared is busy stealing the
small stuff, and today it’s never been easier.
That is until all the lights go out.
Soon Jared finds himself alone in the best place to be
alone, until he and a ragtag group of troubled misfits try
to leave for the night and discover some force has trapped
them inside the mall. Worse, they’re not alone.
To escape, Jared and his newfound friends have to tear
their way through a maze of specters, komodo dragons,
and horrific creatures all while trying to wrestle with their
own haunted pasts, leading up to a bizarre final confrontation — and first contact — with life from beyond the
stars.
Praises
“Black Friday is a glorious work of literature. I know
we’re only three months into 2017, but I can undoubtedly
state that Black Friday is one of the best horror novels of
the year. Five stars.” - Horror Novel Reviews

Michael Hodges is the
acclaimed author of The
Invasive and The Puller
(Severed Press), The Puller having been optioned
for film by Candlewood
Entertainment. He has
also sat on writing panels with Game of Thrones
editor Anne Groell, and
best-selling Eragon author Christopher Paolini.
Michael is also a member
of SFWA and HWA.

T H E I N VA S I V E & T H E I N VA S I V E I I
HORROR
MICHAEL HODGES

SEVERED PRESS

A couple discovers that invasive species from another planet are
taking over their beloved Apex Mountains and with the help of
a mountain man, a dog, and native grizzlies and eagles, fight to
defend their turf.
Bishop is trapped deep inside Montana’s Apex Valley
along with his injured wife, a shotgun-wielding stranger
named Colbrick, and a sneaking suspicion he’s never
making it back to Chicago. Things no man has seen before haunt the woods. Strange animal species creep behind pine trees, some of them with flashing red tags that
blink faster and faster. Giant birds mimic the sound of
humans and lord over the sky. Leaf-shaped creatures
attack anything that moves and flash vivid colors across
their glistening backs.
As Bishop and his companions scramble across the Montana wilderness, they find human remains and animal
carcasses littering the woods. The small town of Elmore
is empty, the windows broken and streaked with blood.
Trout Bridge—their only way out—is blocked by abandoned cars, none that were inbound.
With the strange animal species closing in, Bishop realizes his group must take a stand. He’s got a plan, and
maybe they’ve got one last shot before the invasive species
spread to the rest of the U.S.
Praises
“A roiling juggernaut of a story, perfect for the big screen.”
- Ted Kosmatka, author of The Flicker Men and writer for
Valve Software.

Michael Hodges is the
acclaimed author of The
Invasive and The Puller
(Severed Press), The Puller having been optioned
for film by Candlewood
Entertainment. He has
also sat on writing panels with Game of Thrones
editor Anne Groell, and
best-selling Eragon author Christopher Paolini.
Michael is also a member
of SFWA and HWA.

THE NORTH
HORROR
SEAN CUMMINGS

SEVERED PRESS

Red Dawn meets The Road with zombies.
A teen militia is outgunned, outnumbered and out of time. There’s
a weak signal from Sanctuary Base and it’s supposed to be zombie-free, but between them there’s more than a thousand miles to
cover, biting, unforgiving cold, armed survivalists, legions of the
living dead, and someone called SUNRAY.
David Simmons is on a mission to save his eight-year-old
sister. In a smoldering world infested with walking cadavers, the survivors of Simmons infantry reserve unit are
going hatches down in a pair of armored personnel carriers and everyone knows that it’s only a matter of time
until their fuel runs dry.
There’s more than a thousand miles of biting, unforgiving cold, armed survivalists and legions of the living dead
standing in their way.
They’re outgunned, outnumbered and out of time.
This tense thriller offers a terrifying and brutal vision
of survival in a post-apocalyptic world where the bonds
of friendship and family are the only things left that are
worth fighting for.

Sean Cummings is a
bestselling author POLTERGEEKS and STUDENT BODIES published
by Angry Robot Books.
He writes fantasy ranging from traditional
urban fantasy (Shade
Fright, Funeral Pallor) to
a blend of dark fantasy
and superheroes. (Marshall Conrad: A Superhero Tale)

P R E Y & A N AT H E M A
HORROR
TIM MARQUITZ

RAGNAROK PUBLICATIONS

Prey - A young, homeless man arrested for a gruesome
crime; a respected politician bound for higher office; detective Shane Calvin finds himself caught in the middle as
two seemingly disparate lives collide, the weight of their
secrets threatening to destroy them all.
Anathema - Chemist Jerrod Dawkins has lost everything:
his job, his reputation, and his family. After a failed suicide attempt, he learns that an envious co-worker masterminded his downfall, and he vows revenge. Jerrod manufactures a virus and turns it loose on his former friend,
unleashing far more than he intended.
Praises
“Tim Marquitz is one of those rare, fearless writers who
isn’t bound by genres and conventions. Whether it’s irreverent spoofing like War God Rising, the gritty urban
fantasy of Demon Squad, sprawling epic (if grim) fantasy,
or straight up horror, the man can do it all like a badass
chameleon. It takes talent to master any one of these, but
few writers make genre jumping look so effortless. Also,
I suspect he doesn’t sleep.” - Jeff Salyards, author of the
Bloodsounder’s Arc

Tim Marquitz is the author of the Demon Squad
series, the Blood War
Trilogy, co-author of the
Dead West series, as well
as several standalone
books, and numerous
anthology appearances
alongside the biggest
names in fantasy and
horror. Tim also collaborated on Memoirs of a
MACHINE, the story of
MMA pioneer John Machine Lober.

SKULLS
HORROR
TIM MARQUITZ

RAGNAROK PUBLICATIONS

When Jacob stumbles upon a bunker full of skulls he discovers he
can watch the owner’s death through the eye sockets, but soon
just watching may not be enough…

Life held little interest for Jacob...until he found death.
Abused and neglected Jacob’s only solace comes when he
is alone in the woods or in the arms of his new girlfriend.
But when he stumbles across a hidden bunker filled with
human skulls he learns what true suffering is. Drawn to
examine the skulls he finds there is more than just empty
blackness behind their lifeless stares. Through their eyes,
he watches them die.
With every glance he witnesses another murder, the
memories of the dead playing out inside his mind until
reality becomes a blur. A primal cruelty awakening Jacob
returns to the morbid comfort of the skulls, over and over
again. But when he happens upon a fresh skull, a victim
tortured and slain for his amusement alone, he knows
his time has come. Face to face with death Jacob must
choose whether to resist the darkness that dwells inside
or condemn himself forever, murdering his innocence on
the edge of an axe.

Tim Marquitz is the author of the Demon Squad
series, the Blood War
Trilogy, co-author of the
Dead West series, as well
as several standalone
books, and numerous
anthology appearances
alongside the biggest
names in fantasy and
horror. Tim also collaborated on Memoirs of a
MACHINE, the story of
MMA pioneer John Machine Lober.

THE PULLER
HORROR

MICHAEL HODGES

SEVERED PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FILM/TV
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN LANGUAGE, AUDIO,
FILM/TV (OPTION LAPSED)
A young man becomes trapped in a remote mountain cabin by an
invisible creature.

Matt Kearns has two choices: fight or hide. The creature in the orchard took the rest.
Three days ago, he arrived at his favorite place in the
world, a remote shack in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The plan was to mourn his father’s death and
figure out his life.

Praises
“The Puller delivers thrill after thrill as Matt and the
mysterious creature engage in a deadly game of cat and
mouse. Five out of five stars.” - SF Signal
“It went from ‘a little creepy’ to ‘Okay, run now you idiot!’
with a swiftness I didn’t expect.” - Sci-Fi and Scary
“Hodges proves himself to be a master of foreshadowing
and of connecting disparate strings of plot to weave an
absolutely startling tale.” - James Robert Smith, author of
THE FLOCK

Michael Hodges is the
acclaimed author of The
Invasive and The Puller
(Severed Press), The Puller having been optioned
for film by Candlewood
Entertainment. He has
also sat on writing panels with Game of Thrones
editor Anne Groell, and
best-selling Eragon author Christopher Paolini.
Michael is also a member
of SFWA and HWA.

THE LAST COLOSSUS
HORROR

MICHAEL HODGES

SEVERED PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FILM/TV, FOREIGN TRANSLATION
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN LANGUAGE, AUDIO

A group of wild 20-somethings travel to the vacation of a lifetime
on Party Island, but when massive lava flows destroy their guide
boat and overtake the island, they’re forced one-by-one into the
sea, where a hungry megalodon shark waits.

Rugged adventure guide and “player” Ron Combs
leads a group of thrill-seekers to an island off Washington’s coast. But when devastating lava flows destroy their boat and overtake the island, Ron and his
clients are forced one-by-one into the sea, where a
gigantic prehistoric predator awaits. Trapped between
the lava-covered island and the huge jaws of an ancient shark, Ron teams up with his client Rachel to
devise a way to keep everyone safe...even if it means
sacrificing himself in the process and finally changing
his ways.

Praises
“The Last Colossus was one of those books that you
‘saw’ instead of read. Each word seemed perfectly
chosen, and there are several scenes in there that
you won’t want to read before bedtime. A fin-tastically fun (and yes, thrilling) read.” - Sci-Fi and Scary

Michael Hodges is the
acclaimed author of The
Invasive and The Puller
(Severed Press), The Puller having been optioned
for film by Candlewood
Entertainment. He has
also sat on writing panels with Game of Thrones
editor Anne Groell, and
best-selling Eragon author Christopher Paolini.
Michael is also a member
of SFWA and HWA.

D E A D JAC K A N D T H E PA N D EM O N I U M D EV I C E
H O R R O R / FA N TA SY / N O I R
JAMES AQUILONE

CURIOSITY QUILLS PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN TRANSLATION
RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO, FILM/TV (OPTIONED TO LONETREE
ENTERTAINMENT AND DREAMSTREET ENTERTAINMENT)
In the vein of DEADPOOL meets HARRY POTTER, a drugaddicted zombie P.I. and his shapeshifting sidekick battle and
outsmart supernatural creatures, from tough-guy leprechauns to
sex-obsessed shark women and insane bat gods, in an alternate
New York City of the 1940s

JACK WOULD DO ANYTHING FOR DUST―MAYBE
EVEN SAVE THE WORLD!
Dead Jack and the Pandemonium Device kicks off a
wild and irreverent fantasy / horror series following
the exploits of a zombie detective and his homunculus frenemy. In the fast-paced novel, the drug-addicted zombie detective and his shapeshifting sidekick
battle and outsmart supernatural creatures, from
tough-guy leprechauns to sex-obsessed shark women
and insane bat gods, in a hellish, alternate New York
City of the 1940s.
The series is being developed for film and TV. Read
Dead Jack and the Pandemonium Device now before
it hits the screen!
Praises
“Dead Jack is wicked fun! Undead noir with a devious sense of humor. Highly recommended!” ― Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of
Patient Zero and Rot & Ruin
“Dead Jack and the Pandemonium Device ... delivers
thrilling action, excellent humor, a look into Jack’s insane past and a gut punch ending that has me wanting a sequel yesterday.”
― Charlie Cargile, PopHorror.com

James’ short fiction
has been published
in such places as Nature’s Futures, The
Best of Galaxy’s Edge
2013-2014, Unidentified Funny Objects
4, and Weird Tales
Magazine.

LUCKY SUPREME: DARBY HOLLAND CRIME BOOK
THRILLER/NOIR
JEFF JOHNSON

ARCADE PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE, FILM/TV, AUDIO

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN LANGUAGE
In the tradition of Chuck Palahniuk and Dennis Lehane, when a
mysteriously valuable art piece is stolen from his tattoo shop, an
eccentric and dangerous tattoo artist enters a world where crime,
art and drama collide, and the potential for disaster lurks around
every corner—where even he may not escape.
The night world of Old Town, Portland, Oregon, has gone mad
in the grip of gentrification, and at the center of it all is Lucky
Supreme, a seedy tattoo parlor, whose proprietor is a streetbred artist with a unique approach to problem solving. Darby
Holland has enough on his radar, but when some flash (tattoo
artwork) stolen from him resurfaces in California he can’t help
himself. His efforts to reclaim it set him on a dangerous path,
dragging along his delightfully eccentric colleagues, including
the brains behind his brawn, Delia, a twiggy vinyl-clad punk
genius secretly from the other side of the tracks. No one knows
why the art signed “Roland Norton, Panama, 1955” is worth
anything or how it came to hang on the walls of a tattoo shop
in Portland, Oregon. Only the deranged former owner can say-and he’s not talking. Before the wrecking balls swing through
Old Town in the name of “progress,” Darby must settle old
scores and face new demons to save his reputation, his shop,
and his sanity. He has secrets of his own, and a tattoo shop
in Old Town was a perfect place to hide, but when cash, lies,
crime, and history collide, Darby Holland will need his ramshackle skill set, his wits, and a lot of luck to rise to the top of
a human food chain, or be eaten alive.

Praises
“The bastard lovechild of Charles Bukowski and
Raymond Chandler, Lucky Supreme is a novel so
good you’ll want to ink it into your skin.” -Craig Johnson, author of the Walt Longmire Mysteries, the basis
of Netflix’s hit drama Longmire.

Jeff Johnson is a twentyyear veteran tattoo artist who has inked gang
members, age-defying
moms, and sociopaths;
he’s defused brawls and
tended delicate egos. He
is also the author of the
memoir Tattoo Machine:
Tall Tales, True Stories,
and My Life in Ink, the
novels Everything Under
the Moon, Knottspeed,
Deadbomb Bingo Ray,
and the first two novels
in the Darby Holland
crime novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

LUCKY SUPREME: DARBY HOLLAND CRIME BOOK
THRILLER/NOIR
JEFF JOHNSON

ARCADE PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
FILM/TV, AUDIO
The forces behind gentrification have been turned aside one too
many times, and the game is over—until a bomb destroys most of
a city block and almost takes a man with it.
Time is up in Old Town. As the pace of gentrification
reaches frenzy in Portland, Oregon, Darby Holland’s beloved tattoo parlor, Lucky Supreme, is destroyed by a
bomb that ripped through an entire city block. Only a
warning call from his favorite prostitute saved his life.
Developers have been like wolves at the door of D’mitri
(the drunken landlord) for the past few years, but this is
different. With nothing to lose, Darby goes on a rampage
to discover first the bomber then the developer who set
everything in motion, and along the way falls under FBI
suspicion, messes with dangerous pimps and drug lords,
gets his face permanently rearranged, and, then, at the
lowest point in his adult life, Darby Holland meets the
woman of his dreams. Long, lanky, smart, and a foot taller than Darby, Suzanne is a woman of enormous appetite.
Darby has finally met his match in bed and at the dinner
table. But Suzanne, for all her strength and wisdom, can’t
save Darby from his enemies. Fortunately, Delia (Darby’s
tiny vinyl clad side-kick) and her punk-rock boyfriend’s
band can, and in one of the most outrageous capers in
crime fiction, Darby, Big Mike, Nigel, and Flaco (Lucky
Supreme faithfuls), impersonate restaurant staff to brilliantly orchestrate a kidnapping of a Russian crime boss,
making full use of an Armenian smuggling operation to
pave the way for justice and the resurrection of the Lucky
Supreme.

Praises
“Johnson’s frenetic follow-up to Lucky Supreme
opens with a bang…takes readers on a wickedly
rough, terribly strange, oddly amusing trip.” –-Publishers Weekly

Jeff Johnson is a twentyyear veteran tattoo artist who has inked gang
members, age-defying
moms, and sociopaths;
he’s defused brawls and
tended delicate egos. He
is also the author of the
memoir Tattoo Machine:
Tall Tales, True Stories,
and My Life in Ink, the
novels Everything Under
the Moon, Knottspeed,
Deadbomb Bingo Ray,
and the first two novels
in the Darby Holland
crime novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

LUCKY SUPREME: DARBY HOLLAND CRIME BOOK
THRILLER/NOIR
JEFF JOHNSON

ARCADE PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
FILM/TV, AUDIO
A man’s past catches up with him, while he struggles to keep his
heart out of the gutter—and to make matters worse, he has to
deal with one last thing that may tip the balance in his internal war
between good and gone.
In this third novel in the Darby Holland Crime Novel series, Darby’s past rises up to do more than haunt him.
You can run, but in the information age you can only
hide for so long. Midnight Rider Productions is a dark
web nightmare machine, headed by the one man who
years ago drove Darby to hide in the seamy environs of
Old Town and make his life there. But Darby left his own
mark back in the day and the shadowy head of production has a grudge to settle. Rider has found him at long
last and plans to make an example of him. Every dark
secret of Darby’s is exposed, every triumph reversed, every dream made real is set on fire, and as the Feds circle,
smelling blood in the water, Darby has to run the most
brutal rearguard action in the history of crime-meetscrime and gamble that he has finally grown powerful
enough, crazy enough, and hard enough to beat the Devil
himself. Meanwhile is best friend and should-be lover Delia, is about to be married to someone with his own dark
secrets. With the help of his friends new and old, Darby
must save Delia and himself and the rest of the Lucky Supreme faithful as he plays one force against another with
desperate brilliance in an epic conflict that rages through
the dark underbelly of Portland, Oregon.

The series is being developed for film and TV. Read
Dead Jack and the Pandemonium Device now before
it hits the screen!
Praises
“Johnson’s frenetic follow-up to Lucky Supreme
opens with a bang…takes readers on a wickedly
rough, terribly strange, oddly amusing trip.” –-Publishers Weekly

Jeff Johnson is a twentyyear veteran tattoo artist who has inked gang
members, age-defying
moms, and sociopaths;
he’s defused brawls and
tended delicate egos. He
is also the author of the
memoir Tattoo Machine:
Tall Tales, True Stories,
and My Life in Ink, the
novels Everything Under
the Moon, Knottspeed,
Deadbomb Bingo Ray,
and the first two novels
in the Darby Holland
crime novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

D E A D B O M B B I N G O R AY
THRILLER/NOIR
JEFF JOHNSON

TURNER PRESS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
FILM/TV, AUDIO
In a Coenesque metaphysical novel, a Vegas-style fixer aware
of a complicated revenge scheme orchestrated against him, an
accountant with secrets who’s defected from an ill-fated operation
that was to land him behind bars, and his boss, obsessed with
something she privately calls “The Perfect Lottery,”

The infamous Deadbomb Bingo Ray is a high level
fixer in the City of Brotherly Love. He’s the man you
call when you’ve crossed the line into hopeless and
there’s no way back to anywhere.
Three years have passed since Ray burned a hedge
fund manager on behalf of a pool of retirees, and
now the money man is back for revenge. While Ray
unravels the plot and orchestrates some payback of
his own, he unwittingly steps into the ultimate high
stakes game. Falling in love with the beautiful physicist trapped at the edge of the burn was just bad timing.
When the fuse is finally lit, getting killed isn’t high on
the list of the worst that could happen in this dark
and stylish noir.
Praises
Library Journal, Pick of the Month, November 2017
“This evil strut of a book is wildly smart, utterly
warped and exultant in its own mad glory.”―Warren
Ellis, author of the Crooked Little Vein and The New
York Times best-selling novel Gun Machine
“Descriptive gems―“the costume brought out the side
of him that was dangerous in a next-level way, beyond angry beehive and well into biblical-serpent territory”―make Johnson’s writing a rare treat.”―Publisher’s Weekly

Jeff Johnson is a twentyyear veteran tattoo artist who has inked gang
members, age-defying
moms, and sociopaths;
he’s defused brawls and
tended delicate egos. He
is also the author of the
memoir Tattoo Machine:
Tall Tales, True Stories,
and My Life in Ink, the
novels Everything Under
the Moon, Knottspeed,
Deadbomb Bingo Ray,
and the first two novels
in the Darby Holland
crime novel series: Lucky
Supremeand A Long
Crazy Burn. He lives in
Portland, Oregon.

Non-fiction

THE GOSPEL TRU TH ABOU T ISLAMIC EXTREMISM: CONFESSIONS OF A TERRORISM SCHOLAR

H I S T O RY / P O L I T I C S / C U R R E N T A F FA I RS
DR. JOHN MASZKA

POTOMAC BOOKS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE
An examination of the four most notorious terrorist organizations:
al Qaeda, ISIS, al Shabaab and Boko Haram, their ideologies,
similarities and critical differences.

The Gospel Truth About Islamic Extremism (Confessions of a Terrorism Scholar) is a fascinating
and timely (considering the many attacks in Europe this past year) revelation of the four most
notorious terrorist organizations: al Qaeda, ISIS,
al Shabaab and Boko Haram. Dr. Maszka pulls
back the black lid to reveal the groups’ ideologies,
compares how they’re similar and exposes some
critical differences. He also analyzes many of the
violent attacks attributed to these four groups
with some surprising conclusions.

Praises
“A timely and effective analysis, weaving strategic
theory with historical depth.” ― MLR Smith, Professor
of Strategic Theory in the Department of War Studies,
King’s College, University of London.
“Masterful!” ―Gus Martin, Professor of Criminal Justice, California State University, and well- known
author on terrorism.

Dr. Maszka earned his PhD
in the United Kingdom and
has taught all over the world
(East Asia, Central Asia,
Southeast Asia and the
Middle East). He is a terrorism scholar and professor
of International Relations.
His area of expertise is Islamic extremism. Currently
living in the Middle East,
his research continues to
take him to the far corners
of the globe. With a wealth
of personal experience with
sensational violence and
terrorism ― including interviewing Richard Behal of the
Irish Republican Army (IRA)
and several members of the
Branch Davidians. He experienced the school shooting
at Northern Illinois University first-hand, and was also
stationed at a military base
in Saudi Arabia which was
attacked by a suicide bomber.
Dr. Maszka has published
two nonfiction books (Terrorism and the Bush Doctrine
(2008) and Constructive Sovereignty: A New International
Relations Theory for an Old
Problem (2010)) to date,
as well as over a dozen articles in the scholarly, peerreviewed journals Global
Advanced Research Journal
of History, Political Science,
and International Relations,
Strategic Insights, and International NGO Journal.

G E T W H AT Y O U C A M E F O R
MEMOIR
RACHEL NEFF UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KANSAS
RIGHTS AVAILABLE: FOREIGN LANGUAGE, FILM/TV
A lifelong nerd, with an armful of degrees and one personal tragedy away from starring in her own country song, takes a menial
job where she ends up chasing chickens and finding herself in the
process.

Praises
“Rachel Neff’s poems stir an ache in the belly, a
sense of longing that is familiar and primal—for love,
for understanding, and for home. Her voice exudes
an unwavering strength of character; a girl emerges
and a woman rises. Her chapbook is a striking 21stcentury coming-of-age story in verse.”
—Tabitha Blankenbiller, author of Eats of Eden
“In Haywire Hear,t Rachel Anna Neff has rendered
a new mythology from a miscellany of archetypal
heartbreak and modern-day breakups—love and its
often cruel proximities are cut up and stitched back
together again in a patchwork of profound juxtapositions. Neff ‘s poetry “obfuscates the connection
between reality and memory” and, paradoxically,
brings into focus some of the truths about love and
the beguiling falsities we mistake for love. These poems, these spaces where “bones break like hearts,”
contain many moments of heartache and grief over
lost and halted loves, but they also inhabit a place
where “love is more than what we lose,” and, that
being the case, Neff’s poetic world is not a bleak one,
but one of endurance and compassion and power.”
—Steve Lambert, author of Heat Seekers

Rachel Anna Neff, Ph.D.,
has written poetry since
elementary school and
has notebooks full of
half-written novels. She
earned her doctorate in
Spanish literature and
completed her MFA in
2016. Her work has appeared in anthologies
and most recently been
published in JuxtaProse
Magazine and Crab Fat
Magazine. She’s a recent
Oregon transplant by
way of Kansas, Washington, California, Georgia,
and Texas. She dreams
in two languages and
reads in four.

SWEET HELL ON FIRE
MEMOIR
SARA LUNSFORD

SOURCEBOOKS

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: AUDIO
RIGHTS SOLD: FILM/TV OPTIONED TO CBS STUDIOS
The true story of the author’s time as a corrections officer in a
maximum-security prison for men,
I was a bad mother,
a bad daughter,
a bad wife, a bad friend.
Boozed out and tired,
with no dreams
and no future.

But I was a good officer.
Sara Lunsford helped cage the worst of the worst,
from serial killers to sex criminals. At the end of every
day, when she walked out the prison gate, she had to
try to shed the horrors she witnessed. But the darkness invaded every part of her life, no matter how
much she tried to immerse herself in a liquor bottle.
She couldn’t hide from the things that hurt her, the
things that made her bleed, the things that still rise
up in the dark and choke her.
With a magnetic, raw voice that you won’t soon forget, Sweet Hell on Fire grabs you by the throat and
doesn’t let go. It’s a hardscrabble climb from rock
bottom to the new ground of a woman who understands the meaning of sacrifice, the joy of redemption, and the quiet haven to be found in hope.
Praises
“With a gritty, raw, and engrossing voice, debut author Lunsford splays out the facts of her dramatic
life as a corrections officer at an all-male maximum
security state prison.”.... “Not for the easily offended
or fainthearted, Lunsford’s daring book will thrill and
titillate willing readers.” - Publishers Weekly

Sara Lunsford grew up in
the long shadow of the Big
House at Leavenworth. She
learned how to drive on
the back roads behind the
prison, and a camp inmate
named Doc taught her how
to play darts. She would
frequently put on impromptu
concerts in the Guard’s Club
while her parents organized
events. As an adult, she
now feels all those inmates
should be given compassionate release for being forced
to listen to her singing. She
wrote her first story at a
young age after watching The
Exorcist--a terrible mash up
about a possessed paraplegic
who killed all of her friends,
and after working in corrections herself, has gone
on to write everything from
instructional manuals and
disaster plans to genre fiction.

